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Abstract - This paper presents a new technique for generating sets 

of synthetic classifiers to evaluate abstract-level combination 

methods. The sets differ in terms of both recognition rates of the 

individual classifiers and degree of similarity. For this purpose, each 

abstract-level classifier is considered as a random variable producing 

one class label as the output for an input pattern. From the initial set 

of classifiers, new slightly different sets are generated by applying 

specific operators, which are defined at the purpose. Finally, the sets 

of synthetic classifiers have been used to estimate the performance of 

combination methods for abstract-level classifiers. The experimental 

results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

Keywords - Abstract-level Classifier, Dempster-Shafer Rule, 

Multi-expert Systems, Similarity Index, System Evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION

 A diffuse paradigm for solving difficult classification 

problems is based on multi-classifier systems. A multi-

classifier system determines the final classification decision by 

combining the decisions of the individual classifiers. Three 

major categories of combination methods are generally 

defined, depending on the level of decisions combined [1]: 

measurement-level, ranked-level, abstract-level. The 

Measurement-level combination methods combine values 

provided by individual classifiers as a measure of the degree 

of membership of the input pattern to each class. The Ranked-

level combination methods combine ranked lists of class labels 

ordered according to the degree of membership of the input 

pattern. The Abstract-level combination methods combine 

simple class labels. Of the three categories, the abstract-level 

combination methods is the most general since any kind of 

classifier can supply at least decisions at the abstract-level.

 Although multi-classifier systems have been applied in 

many applications, many problems related to classifier 

combination methods still remain open. Among the others, 

one of the most relevant problems concerns the evaluation of 

combination methods. In fact, theoretical analysis of 

combination methods is generally extremely complex and 

concrete results have been derived only for very simple 

combination schemes.  
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Kittler et al. [2] use a Bayesian framework to evaluate the 

sensitivity of combination schemes based on "sum" and 

"product" rules.   Kleinberg [3]  studied  the combination of a 

large number of automatically generated classifiers for a two-

class problem. Srihari [4] provides a theoretical analysis of the 

performance of combining by majority voting a set of 

independent classifiers for a two-class problem. Lam [5] 

discussed some aspects of majority voting derived from the 

Condorcet Jury Theorem. Tumer and Ghosh [6] quantified the 

improvement in classification results due to linear 

combination of neural networks.  

 When the combination methods are too complex, 

theoretical analysis can be impracticable and the evaluation of 

performance can be estimated on experimental basis. In this 

case the result depends on the specific conditions of the test 

and no useful information is achieved on the performance of 

the combination method under different operative conditions.   

 In order to face this problem, the use of simulated 

classifiers has recently emerged to artificially determine 

different operative conditions under which the performance of 

the combination method can be estimated. Zouari et al.[7] 

propose a two-step algorithm to generate synthetic classifiers 

based on a specified confusion matrix. Parker [8] uses a 

confusion matrix to characterize the classifiers. Based on the 

confusion matrix he generates classifier outputs to evaluate 

ranked-level combination methods. Kuncheva and Kountchev 

[9] randomly generate sets of classifiers, with specified 

accuracies and dependencies between them, to evaluate 

abstract-level combination methods. 

 Despite of approaches previously proposed in the literature, 

this paper starts from the consideration that whatever 

combination method is used, the combined classifier 

significantly outperforms the individual classifiers, if 

classifiers are diverse enough from each other [2]. Therefore, 

the degree of similarity of the set of individual classifiers is a 

fundamental parameter that must be carefully monitored in the 

process of evaluating combination methods. As matter of this 

fact, the process of synthetic classifier generation is here 

carried out by controlling the recognition rate of each 

individual classifier of the set and the degree of similarity of 

the overall set of classifiers. The organization of this paper is 

the following. Section 2 describes the process of performance 

evaluation for abstract-level combination methods. Section 3 

presents the new Classifier Generation Procedure (CGP). The 

experimental results are reported in Section 4. They show the 

capability of the new technique in producing synthetic sets of 
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classifiers useful for accurate evaluation of combination 

methods. 

II. ABSTRACT-LEVEL COMBINATION METHOD EVALUATION 

In this paper, the performance of an abstract-level

combination  method C is evaluated as function of the 

recognition rate of the individual classifiers and the degree of 

similarity among them [10]: 

C (K, R, )  (RC , LC)                        (1) 

where: 

K is the number of abstract-level classifiers that are combined; 

R = (R1,R2,…,RK) is the vector of recognition rates of each 

individual classifier; 

 is the Similarity Index of the set of classifiers. It is a measure 

of the degree of similarity among the individual classifiers of 

the set and it is computed as the average pairwise agreement 

between classifier decisions [11,12], and 

RC , LC are respectively the recognition rate and the reliability 

rate of  C (
RateRejection-1

R
=L C

C ) [1].

Moreover, it has been demonstrated recently that the degree of 

similarity, for a set of K abstract-level classifiers, can vary in a 

well-defined range. In particular, depending on the 

characteristics of the individual classifiers, we have that  

ranges in [10,13] 

[ min, Max]                                 (2) 

where [13]: 
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The net result is that, for any vector of recognition rates R = 

(R1,R2,…,RK), the exhaustive analysis on the performance of 

combination method as a function of the degree of similarity 

among classifiers can be performed by generating sets of 

synthetic classifiers with similarity index ranging in the range 

(2).

III. SYNTHETIC CLASSIFIERS GENERATION.

 In this paper, each classifier Ai, i=1,2,...,K, is considered to 

be a discrete random variable producing a simple class label 

Ai(r) as its decision corresponding to the r-th input pattern. 

More precisely, if a set of N input pattern for each class label 

j is supposed to be input to the classifier Ai, with recognition 

rate Ri , Ai will generate a list of N class labels which simulate 

the classifier decisions. The list contains (in random order):  

N Ri recognitions (that are indicated by R); 

N (1-Ri) misclassifications (that are indicated by 

S1,S2,S3,…). Of course, misclassifications are obtained 

by uniformly picking in the set { 1, 2,…, m}-{ j}.

Figure 1 shows the list of outputs simulating a set of K=4 

classifiers with R=(R1,R2,…,RK)=(0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6) and 

=2.3/6 (in this case we suppose that N=10). 

Figure 1.  Lists of  outputs of 4 classifiers 

Of course, traditional approaches for producing sets of 

classifiers are based on random number generation procedures 

that are used iteratively (CGP_1). In this paper a different 

technique is proposed (CGP_2) that derives , from an initial 

list of outputs,  several other sets of classifiers by well-suited 

operators named CHANGE+ , CHANGE- ,  SWAP+ , SWAP- 

. These operators have the aim to generate sets of synthetic 

classifier with the same individual characteristics (i.e. the 

same vector R=(R1,R2,…,RK)=(0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6)) and 

different degree of similarity. A detailed description of the 

operators is in the following. 

A. The CHANGE Operators.  

The CHANGE operators act on substitutions. Two classifiers 

Ai , Aj and one position r in the lists of outputs are randomly 

selected. 

When the CHANGE+ operator is used, if Ai(r) and Aj(r)

are substitutions, and Ai(r) Aj(r), they are made equal to 

increase the value of the Similarity Index (for instance 

Ai(r) Aj(r)) without varying the recognition rate of the 

two classifiers. The effect of the CHANGE+ operator on 

the classifiers of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2a. In this case 

the classifiers A2 and A3 and the position corresponding to 

P9 have been selected. The Similarity Index augments 

from =2.3/6 (Fig.1) to 2.4/6 (Fig.2a). 

When the CHANGE- operator is used, if Ai(r) and Aj(r)

are substitutions, and Ai(r)=Aj(r), one of them is changed 

with a different wrong value to reduce the value of the 

Similarity Index (for instance Ai(r) Sm with 

Aj(r) Sm).The effect of the CHANGE- operator on the 

classifiers of Fig.1 is shown in Fig.2b.In this case the 

classifiers A3 and A4 and the position corresponding to P8

have been selected. The Similarity Index diminishes from 

=2.3/6(Fig.1) to 2.2/6(Fig. 2b). 

B.  The SWAP Operators. 

The SWAP operators act on recognition and substitutions. 

Two classifiers Ai , Aj  and two positions r and s are randomly 

selected. 

  A1  A2  A3  A4

Pattern 1  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 2  R  R  R  S1

Pattern 3  R  R  S3  S2

Pattern 4  S1  S4  R  S3

Pattern 5  S4  S3  R  R 

Pattern 6  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 7  S3  R  S2  R 

Pattern 8  S2  R  S1  S1

Pattern 9  R S2 S4  R 

Pattern 10  R S4  R  R 
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(a)  CHANGE+                    (b) CHANGE- 
        Initial Condition (see Fig. 1): A2(9)=S2 , A3(9)=S4                        Initial Condition (see Fig. 1): A3(8)=S1 , A4(8)=S1

                    Final Condition: A2(9)=S2 , A3(9)=S2                                              Final Condition: A3(8)=S1 , A4(8)=S4

Figure 2. CHANGE Operators 

        (a) SWAP +                    (b) SWAP - 
Initial Condition (see Fig. 1):  A2(4)=S4 , A2(7)=R, A3(4)=R , A3(7)=S2      Initial Condition (see Fig. 1): A2(6)=R, A2(9)=S2, A3(6)=R,A3(9)=S4

Final Condition: A2(4)=S4 , A2(7)=R, A3(4)=S2, A3(7)=R       Final Condition:  A2(6)=R , A2(9)=S2, A3(6)=S4, A3(9)=R 

Figure 3.  SWAP Operators 

When the SWAP+ operator is used, if  Ai(s) , Aj(r) are 

recognitions, and Ai(r) , Aj(s) are substitutions, Aj(s) and 

Aj(r) are swapped to increase the Similarity Index. The 

effect of the SWAP+ operator on the classifiers in Fig.1 

is shown in Fig. 3a. In this case the classifiers A2 and A3

and the positions corresponding to P4 and P7 have been 

selected. The Similarity Index augments from =2.3/6 

(Fig. 1) to 2.5/6 (Fig. 3a).

When SWAP- is used, if  Ai(s) and Aj(s) are correct and 

Ai(r) and Aj(r) are substituted, Aj(s) and Aj(r) are 

swapped to decrease the Similarity Index. The effect of 

the SWAP- operator on the classifiers in Fig. 1 is shown 

in Fig. 3b. In this case the classifiers A2 and A3 and the 

positions corresponding to P6 and P9 have been selected. 

The Similarity Index diminishes from =2.3/6 (Fig. 1) to 

2.2/6 (Fig.3b).

IV. SYNTHETIC CLASSIFIERS SET GENERATION 

     On the basis of the operators defined in the previous 

section, sets of synthetic classifiers are generated and 

suitably organized, as described in the following.  

A. Synthetic classifier Sets: Generation Procedure. 

 The aim of this stage is the generation of the artificial 

data sets simulating sets of K classifiers (A={A1,A2,…, 

AK}), with various recognition rates (R=(R1,R2,…,RK)) and 

degrees of similarity ( ).  
1. For each class label do: 
2. For different values of K (K=2,3,4,5,6)  and R do: 

3. Generate the initial list of (K·N) outputs simulating K 

classifiers with recognition rate equal to R and compute ;

4. Repeat until the number of list of output generated is greater 

than M (being M the number of sets of classifiers to be 
generated); 

5. Repeat until = MAX:

Modify the previous list of output by applying randomly 

CHANGE+ and SWAP+ (Increase )

  Compute the new value of 

  Store the new list of output  

  End Repeat; 

6. Repeat until = MIN

Modify the previous list of output by applying randomly 

CHANGE- and SWAP- (Reduce )

Compute the new value of 

Store the new list of output  
End Repeat; 

      End Repeat; 

      End do; 

 End do. 

B. Database of Sets of Synthetic classifiers.  

 More specifically, the database containing the artificial 

data simulating sets of K classifiers is considered as a K 

dimension discrete space in which each axis reports the 

recognition rate of an individual classifier. In this space, 

each point corresponds to a vector R=(R1,R2,…,RK) and 

collects the artificial data simulating sets of K classifiers A1,

A2,…, AK, with recognition rate R1,R2,…,RK, respectively. 

At   each  point,   the  artificial    data   are   organized    into  

  A1  A2  A3  A4

Pattern 1  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 2  R  R  R  S1

Pattern 3  R  R  S3  S2

Pattern 4  S1  S4  R  S3

Pattern 5  S4  S3  R  R 

Pattern 6  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 7  S3  R  S2  R 

Pattern 8  S2  R  S1  S1

Pattern 9  R S2 S2  R 

Pattern 10  R S4  R  R 

  A1  A2  A3  A4

Pattern 1  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 2  R  R  R  S1

Pattern 3  R  R  S3  S2

Pattern 4  S1  S4  R  S3

Pattern 5  S4  S3  R  R 

Pattern 6  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 7  S3  R  S2  R 

Pattern 8  S2  R  S1  S4

Pattern 9  R S2 S4  R 

Pattern 10  R S4  R  R 

  A1  A2  A3  A4

Pattern 1  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 2  R  R  R  S1 

Pattern 3  R  R  S3 S2 

Pattern 4  S1 S4  S2 S3 

Pattern 5  S4 S3  R  R 

Pattern 6  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 7  S3  R  R  R 

Pattern 8  S2  R  S1 S1 

Pattern 9  R S2  S4  R 

Pattern 10  R S4  R  R 

  A1  A2  A3  A4

Pattern 1  R  R  R  R 

Pattern 2  R  R  R  S1

Pattern 3  R  R  S3 S2

Pattern 4  S1 S4 S2 S3

Pattern 5  S4 S3  R  R 

Pattern 6  R  R  S4  R 

Pattern 7  S3  R  R  R 

Pattern 8  S2  R  S1 S1

Pattern 9  R S2  R  R 

Pattern 10  R S4  R  R 
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categories, on the basis of the degree of similarity  ranging 

from min  to Max, according to eqs. (3) and (4).  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experimental test, numerous sets of K synthetic 

classifiers have been generated, for K=2,3,4,5,6. We have 

compared the performance obtained by the traditional 

procedure based on random number generation (CGP_1) and 

the procedure for synthetic classifier generator described in 

the previous Section (CGP_2). The result is that unlike 

CGP_1, CGP_2 allows the generation of sets of classifiers 

with degrees of similarity spreading all over the variability 

range. Fig.4 compares the number of generated sets of 

synthetic classifiers, as function of the degree of similarity, for 

the case of K=4 classifiers, R=(R1,R2,R3,R4)= (0.9,0.9,0.9,0.9). 

It is worth noting that CGP_1 allows the development of sets 

of classifiers with degree of similarity varying over a small 

part of the range of variability (i.e. [0.85, 0,90]). Conversely, 

when CGP_2 is used, we obtain sets of classifiers with degree 

of similarity as variable as possible, and quite uniformly 

distributed over the entire range of variability (i.e. [ Max , 
Max]= [0.8, 1.0]). Using the database of sets of synthetic 

classifiers, the behavior of classifier combination methods has 

been analyzed. Specifically, for each (K, R, ), the 

performance C(K,R, ) has been estimated by averaging the 

performance of the combination method obtained using the 

artificial data sets stored into the database and corresponding 

to the parameters (K,R, ). Fig.5 shows the performance of 

Dempster-Shafer (DS) combination method [14], estimated by 

the artificial data sets of CGP_1 and CGP_2. Specifically, the 

DS scheme and decision rule proposed respectively in Section 

VI.C and Section VI.D (eq. [50], =0) of ref. [1] have been 

considered for the test. The results point out two major 

aspects. The first aspect is that the results obtained using the 

artificial data sets from CGP_1 and CGP_2 are quite similar 

(in the domain in which both results have been derived). The 

second aspect is that CGP_2 allows the estimation of the 

performance for DS over the entire range of variability of the 

degree of similarity. It must be pointed out that, as discussed 

elsewhere [10], the performance estimated on artificial data set 

are very close to those obtained by using real classifiers. The 

difference between the results obtained by artificial and real 

data sets is less than 1.8% for reliability rate and less than 

1.5% for recognition rate. 

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new technique for the generation of 

sets of synthetic classifiers for the evaluation of decision 

combination methods. The  technique is well-suited for the 

generation of data sets simulating sets of abstract-level 

classifiers which differ both in terms of individual 

characteristics (recognition rate) and collective behavior 

(degree of similarity of the set of classifiers).  
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